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Introduction:
“THE AMERICANS” is a project of Stand Up America US focusing on “America First” citizens,
who have as their Foundation and Goal the restoration of the Constitution and preservation
of the Republic. One of our guiding lights is the need to secure the future of every child, who
is a citizen of the United States. We are Americans before we are Republicans, Democrats or
Libertarians or other political partisan groups.
The Constitution for the United States, The Bill of Rights, The Declaration of Independence,
The Federalist Papers and The Rule of Law—rooted in the principles of Life, Liberty, The
Pursuit of Happiness and The Well Being of every American—must be taught to children
early, observed and understood as adults, and greatly appreciated and selflessly honored on
a daily basis throughout life.
The Americans mindset belongs in the Independent Constitutionalist Arena and “The
Americans Papers” will help set forth these beliefs.
BACKGROUND
It is beyond criminal what has and continues to happen daily since 1913 when the Income
Tax was established. The political deception and lies, excessive confiscation of “We the
People’s” wages, salaries and retirement incomes, plus self-serving, unconstitutional laws
passed, greased within essence copious bribes via foreign bank deposits, huge insider
trading gains—not to mention the political perks of office enacted by and for the elected,
specifically prohibited by the original Thirteenth Amendment, and hidden by dishonest selfserving politicians during the Civil War—must stop.
This unchecked political evil has continued to grow during the past few decades and even
includes government secrets traded for monetary favors from China by high government
officials, recently involving treasonous actions that, if left unchecked will result in the
economic destruction of the United States. Economic destruction, job-killing, the quiet,
stealthy decimation of the middle class, all are facts that speak for themselves, yet which “We
the People” seem utterly oblivious to.
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These crimes, fostered by a controlled and compliant news media, point to a world
cabal, if you will, intent on the planned demise of The United States of America.
Their toolbox consists of gun control; ever-increasing and burdensome taxes; the
unaffordable “Affordable Care Act,” the purposeful, political, planned illegal alien invasion of
the United States, Black Flag operations against American Citizens plus even more
treasonous actions now being planned, that threaten to destroy this once great Republic.
Exemplifying the treasonous intent is the Benghazi cover-up by an elected president and his
national security staff. While America still has enough Military Forces to fight off an
unconstitutionally directed Martial Law attempt to completely overthrow the United States
of America, we must wake up at the dangers lurking with respect to possible scenarios that
might catalyze such a series of events.
While dedicating the memorial at Gettysburg on November 19, 1863, a little over 150 years
ago, Abraham Lincoln said of America, “We are now engaged in a great Civil War, testing
whether this nation or any nation so conceived and so dedicated can long endure.”
Americans must band together and peacefully stop this rapidly growing political madness,
which is nothing more than treason from within, by demanding a course correction. As
Marcus Tullius Cicero famously wrote:
“A nation can survive its fools and even the ambitious. But it cannot survive treason from
within. An enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is known and carries his banner
openly. But the traitor moves amongst those within the gate freely, his sly whispers rustling
through all the alleys, heard in the very halls of government itself. For the traitor appears not
a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar to his victims, and he wears their face and their
arguments, he appeals to the baseness that lies deep in the hearts of all men. He rots the soul
of a nation, he works secretly and unknown in the night to undermine the pillars of the city,
he infects the body politic so that it can no longer resist. A murderer is less to fear.”
The Founding Fathers—Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay—wrote eightyfive of “The Federalist Papers.” In Federalist Paper No. 39, Madison defined a Republic to be,
a government which derives all powers directly or indirectly from the great body of the
people and is administered by persons holding their offices during pleasure for a limited
period, or during good behavior.
During good behavior? Failed leadership, evident treason, ill-gotten self-serving
wealth is not good behavior!
Based on known facts of today, it seems that far too many of the sitting elected officials and
their appointees have purposely failed to function, at the Federal Level of Government,
within the existing documents of The Republic, The Constitution and The Rule of Law.
Given this violation of voters’ trust, the Constitution and the preservation of the Republic,
“We, the Americans” are stepping in to suggest that these failed leaders’ lease on office be
ended at the soonest possible moment. They must be replaced by and with honest and
truthful Americans.
And, make no mistake, time is of the essence. America is at a crossroads
ISSUES
If the United States of America, the Constitution and We the People are to survive, the
following issues be quickly and peacefully resolved:
1. Leadership. Replace failed, corrupt and self-serving elected and appointed politicians and
cleanse the political parties of excessive partisanship.
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2. Stop the massive, unsustainable man-made economic destruction of America and her
people.
3. Reverse the deceptive job-killing, which seems intentional, by which Americans and their
country is being destroyed; and if not intentional then a sign of the kind of gross
incompetence the Constitution makes provision for removing the perpetrator from office
4. Eliminate the destructive, elite, greedy and self-serving Federal Reserve central banking
system and its supporting income tax system.
5. Stop the dismantling of the Active Duty, Guard and Reserve Military Forces that have kept
Americans Safe, Free and Secure.
6. Stop the politically purposeful illegal alien invasion of over 30 million invaders at an
annual cost of over 300 million dollars.
7. Greatly reduce the costly and unnecessary Federal Government Departments and
Agencies—a behemoth that Our Founding Fathers would never have countenanced.
These are key issues and matters that new American Leadership must quickly resolve if
America is to remain Free, Safe, and Secure. They must be resolved so that the Constitution
and a Rule of Common Law will prevail in the daily lives of “We the People,” and the Republic
preserved—the very Republic our forefathers and mothers bequeathed to every American
Citizen and all future generations.
Right now, the Constitution and Rule of Law is being smothered by an unjust and
unprecedented usurping of power. We have fought too hard, shed too much blood, paid too
much treasure, earned through the sweat of our brow, in defending and building our beloved
America to turn our backs on it now. “We the People” demand that the destruction of America
end.
Now. Solutions
1. Re-establishing American Leadership. The United States of America is being destroyed
from within, particularly by some of “the elected” and their appointees. Available facts speak
the truth of that matter. One huge question loom, do the American people have legitimately
elected politicians sitting in Federal Government seats of power? If not, why not? Rigged
elections by political parties, false vetting documents or fraudulent elections by shadow
governments and power brokers, after which they beat the drums for the so-called elected
to march to. The simple solution: Return to paper voting ballots and picture
identification as a requirement of voting. In addition, all states should honor “Write-In”
Candidates. Furthermore, every state must have recall procedures that can be rapidly
exercised. American Leadership that puts America first, legal elections and “Write-In”
candidates, when demanded by voters, will cure failed leadership and treason's now
jeopardizing America’s future.
2. Averting Economic Destruction. As long as the “American Taxpayer” is forced to foot the
massive interest bill on the debt that keeps the unsustainable and rapidly growing National
Treasury from going bankrupt every year, America and “We The People” will continue to be
squeezed on the way to complete and total economic destruction. President Woodrow
Wilson, upon retirement from the presidency, made this statement, referring to the corrupt
establishment of The Federal Reserve System: “I believe I have destroyed my country.” This
system is, in fact, not Federal and had very little reserve currency invested. Nor is it
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Constitutional and the question still looms whether Congress legally passed it. If the
American people will elect an honest Congress and President, who put America first—as
opposed to the money masters who deposit funds in off-shore bank accounts—Americans
could become interest free on repaying the national debt within 60 days and the Federal
Income tax system could be eliminated, leading to booming prosperity such as we have never
seen before in the history of our Republic. “The Americans” will take the time to explain
that 60-day recovery solution as follows: The Federal Reserve Central Banking System
will be abolished, and the United States Treasury will become the only monetary system
authorized/allowed within the Federal Government. The US Treasury will print enough
greenback dollars to exchange every legitimate Federal Reserve note. Then it will exchange
all legitimate Federal Reserve notes on a one for one basis with US Treasury greenback
dollars (US Currency). At the same time, only the US Treasury will be allowed to coin or print
United States currency/money and only the US Treasury will be allowed/authorized to issue
currency. The US Congress will then authorize the US Treasury to coin 17 One Trillion Dollar
Coins to be deposited in the US Treasury, which will be used to pay off all US National debt
in “Greenback Currency.” (As the greenback currency is printed and paid to US debtors, not
to exceed 17 Trillion dollars, the American taxpayers are freed of the massive interest paid
from taxpayer monies and the US debt becomes interest-free, thus reducing the need to
collect Income tax each year. That takes care of the Federal Reserve System, Income tax and
interest on the national debt. Paying down the National Debt interest-free over several years
will avert the economic destruction now facing America. (Any number of other taxing
systems, e.g., a National Sales Tax, will replace the current onerous income tax.)
3. Creating Jobs Is the Path to America’s Resurgence vs. Purposeful, Deceptive JobKilling—the Reason for Our Decline. With an interest-free National Debt, no Income tax
would be necessary. The 16th Amendment (Income tax Amendment) and the Federal
Reserve were devised by less-than-honest politicians to confiscate American wages and
salaries. Later retirement incomes were confiscated by the one Senate Democrat vote of Vice
President Al Gore to satisfy the money politics of President Bill Clinton. Assuming
elimination of The Federal Reserve, and along with it, the annual interest on the National
Debt, and IRS needed to administer the income tax, America will then be poised to create
jobs and prosper like never before. With no corporate income tax, US manufacturing now
operating offshore, will come back to America and middle-class jobs will be created in more
plentiful numbers as never before and folks will be able to get married sooner and have more
children, which will redound to the benefit of the economy and, indeed, our national security.
Furthermore, the onerous tax burden lifted, American manufacturing will be able to compete
in worldwide markets and prosper. And, corporate money banked offshore (trillions) will be
transferred back to American banks that can then be used for investment loans and banks in
the US will grow. With no income tax to pay and countless new jobs created in America, the
economy will boom, welfare costs will greatly subside and costs to the Federal Government
will become much less than the politically expedient and purposeful Welfare Costs now being
infused into a declining America. With growing families and a lessening need to impose
onerous taxes on them, our nation can transition to another tax system that collects less
revenue, e.g., National Sales Tax. The lessening tax burden will reduce the reliance on the
Social Security Trust Fund, which President Lyndon Johnson and Congress decided they
needed to raid. That account, which only exists on paper, will eventually go broke—that is to
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say, if the status quo stands, less money will be paid into the system than is paid in by 2040
or sooner. Bottom line, America will recover from this man-made debt interest burden that
cannot be sustained in the only possible way— by creating jobs for all American Citizens.
4. Stop the treasonous dismantling of the United States Total Military Forces. All
American citizens have remained free, safe and secure in their homes within the Continental
Limits of the United States since the end of the Civil War. That is because of our wellequipped and manned US Military establishment that includes the Active Duty, Guard, and
Reserve Forces. The taxpayers have funded that important element, without asking any
questions, as insurance to preserve the Republic and the way of life bequeathed by General,
then-President George Washington, the newly established U.S. Constitution, an elected U.S.
Congress, and the American Citizens after winning the Revolutionary War. A war that freed
Americans from the bonds of harsh English greed and tyranny. Without doubt, it is now time
to re-examine the proper methods needed to maintain America’s security and freedoms with
a deterrent Force that will keep any would-be aggressor from our shores as well as the ability
to fight and win any battles to preserve our freedom and that of our allies should a would-be
aggressor have such designs. Whatever the forecast might be for a suitable U.S. Military Force
of the United States, it will be decided by We the People. Further deliberations on this critical
subject will be a primary topic of “The Americans.”
5. Stop the Illegal Alien Invasion of the United States. Make it mandatory that we “take
care that all law’s involving Illegal aliens (immigration) be faithfully and immediately
executed as required by the Constitution for the United States.” Had these laws been
faithfully executed and followed after President Eisenhower left office, American Citizens
would not be paying 300 billion dollars each year subsidizing 30 million or more illegal
aliens; more money would be available for wounded veterans and jobs for veterans, citizen
students after school and on weekends, plus part-time jobs for the elderly. Political party
illegal alien votes via the corrupt Clinton motor voter registration process and huge
campaign contributions by cheap labor hiring employers have been political ploys used by
America-last minded politicians. That must be stopped. The immigration laws are already on
the books but ignored by the administration and overlooked by a Congress with oversight
responsibility to ensure that laws are enforced and faithfully executed by the Executive
Branch. As it now stands, our school children suffer while tax money is poured into education
for illegals; our hospital emergency rooms are filled by illegal aliens while American heart
attack victims wait in line or die; our Veterans Administration is short of funds and long
waiting periods prevail while that 300 billion dollars a year is spent on social, school and
medical support for illegal aliens. America’s veterans are unemployed, many of whom take
their lives, now at epidemic numbers, after losing hope they will ever find one, while illegal
aliens occupy construction and home building jobs; and the list goes on and on. There is a
very simple solution to this monumental crisis. Jail and fine all employers who hire illegal
aliens and the illegal aliens will have no jobs and return to their countries. Those few who
will not “self deport,” will be incarcerated until they are deported. This action will virtually
eliminate the illegal alien invasion and at the same time began to help correct the policies in
the mother country from where the illegals came from—policies that make jobs scarce, being
the crux of the whole problem. In that sense Jeb Bush is right. In many instances, it is an “act
of love.” It’s just that enforcing the laws in America is also an “act of love” for our country,
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and the countries of origin, to push them to begin loving their own. Now, to be clear, America
is a land of immigrants and for those who have started families here, and lived here for 20 or
so years, we need to find a middle path. But, without question, if they hope to be put on a
faster path to citizenship, learning English and assimilate with mandatory requirements.
6. Reduce the Federal Government. Without question, the government has grown and
expanded far beyond necessity, reasonableness, commonsense and cost-effectiveness. And
never before at the rate witnessed during the past five years. Transferring wealth by rapidly
expanding government inside the hiring arena of Washington DC plus the massive in-house
spending within the Executive Branch of the United States Government would be suicidal if
it weren’t for the failure of a Congressional Budget that has fostered unchecked spending of
the present administration. The use of Air Force One and multiple Air Lift support transport
are like New York taxi’s plus the hiring of excessive White House administration and support
staffing, especially during times of financial hardship on unemployed Americans, has been
done as an entitlement and without shame. Why has this huge spending of tax monies been
allowed to happen? It’s all accomplished with planned economic destruction by the excessive
spending chosen by this administration, all the while Congress lets this American nightmare
happen. Failed leadership as never before witnessed, with existing facts already available to
“We the People” that speak volumes. This destructive folly must come to a halt. The following
Departments should be severely curtailed or downsized to smaller agencies: Education,
Homeland Security, and Energy. At the same time, the following agencies should be
eliminated: the Environmental Protection Agency and the Federal Reserve System.
Furthermore, FEMA should be abolished and reconstituted as the National Emergency
Agency under the aegis of the Department of the Interior. Several of the Departments and
Agencies will become eligible for moves outside the Washington DC beltway to the interior
states, e.g., in the Rust Belt, and cities now threatening bankruptcy, to help them revive and
thrive. In this way, we will free up overcrowded and high traffic areas inside the National
Capital region and send highly skilled personnel to these new locations. Last but not least,
the problem of unions within the federal government paid by taxpayer monies must be
addressed by rescinding the Executive Order signed by President John F. Kennedy, allowing
unions to exist in government and do collective bargaining in any and all tax-payer funded
government jobs.
7. Term Limits – Must be established so that the Republic has no career politicians or judges.
Term limits to be set as follows:
Members of Congress Representatives – Two terms of four years each.
Senators – Two Terms of six years each.
Supreme Court Judges – one term of 10 years.
As The Federalist Papers set forth pressing governing issues vis-à-vis early times in America
and are often referred to for understanding government since those times, as well, “The
Americans Papers” follow that template for today’s pressing governing issues, seeking to
clarify further what Americans Leadership believes is peacefully and vitally necessary to
preserve and secure the Constitution, the Republic and our children’s future.
We humbly submit these Papers for your review and welcome your comments imparted with
wisdom and understanding.
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